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The Warrior as Priest: Edmund Herring and the ‘Call to
the People of Australia’
Michael J. Birkner
Abstract

Prominent for his role in World War II in New Guinea, Sir Edmund
Herring grew discouraged about his countrymen’s failure to sustain
wartime spirit in a post-war era. In his view ‘faith and courage’ had been
replaced by a national ethos of ‘gimme and get’. Charged by Prime Minister
Robert Menzies with leading a national awakening, particularly as related
to the threat of international communism, in 1951 Herring spearheaded
a fervent ‘Call to the People of Australia’, which earned massive publicity,
short-term engagement by up to a third of the population, but little longterm impact. To Herring’s frustration, a largely secular populace remained
fixed in its commitment to pursuing life’s material opportunities and
pleasures.*
When Edmund Herring died at age 89 in a nursing home near his lifelong
residence in Melbourne, the local newspapers did what newspapers do:
emphasised his remarkable accomplishments in a long career of public
service. It was not simply his versatility that people recalled; it was the
heights he reached as a Rhodes Scholar, decorated artillery officer in
World War I, and commander of Allied ground forces in the brutal
New Guinea campaign of 1942–44. It was a remarkable career by any
standard, culminating in long tenures as lieutenant-governor of Victoria
and chief justice of the state Supreme Court.1
Unmentioned in the obituaries and only barely discussed in his
authorised biography was the cause that occupied Herring more than
any other for much of his last three decades: the moral reclamation
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of Australia’s citizenry through the embrace of spirited, conservative
Christianity. Herring stands out in Australian history as an exemplary
military leader during the struggle with the Japanese for control of
New Guinea. But his work on moral rearmament was, to Herring, as
important as anything he did fighting the Germans in World War I or
the Japanese during World War II. With new enemies on the horizon
after 1945—Soviet and Chinese communism—Herring concluded that
Australians needed to rally as they had in their time of great national
crisis. Yet, when he surveyed his beloved Australia in the immediate
post-war years, he largely ignored what most contemporary observers
noticed and historians have affirmed: a generation of Australians
starting life anew and building a consumer society organised around
family, work and neighbourhood.2 For Herring, the outstanding
feature of Australian life in the wake of the Second World War was the
public’s loss of a sense of the common good and an appreciation of the
blessings associated with religious commitment, along with a deficient
appreciation of the dangers of international communism.
In his numerous speeches and published writings during this
period and beyond, into the 1960s, Herring focused his attention on
the underside of Australians’ quest for a better tomorrow. For Herring,
the most salient element of post-war Australian society was its failure to
maintain its sense of purpose, including a long-term faith in teamwork
and mateship. Instead, he perceived a citizenry now pursuing selfgratification and a polity riven by unseemly, self-destructive conflicts
at a time when danger loomed from abroad. The advance of the nation’s
gross domestic product mattered less to Herring than what he perceived
to be a decline in gross domestic happiness. Australians were losing their
capacity to defend themselves from lurking dangers abroad, dangers he
told the country in January 1951 that were nothing less than ‘terrifying’.3
Herring intended to do something about it.
Because he was both a notable figure in the public sphere and an
active Anglican layman, Herring enjoyed a ‘bully pulpit’ to express his
views. From the moment he returned to Melbourne in early 1944 to
assume duties as chief justice of Victoria, with the war still ongoing, he
was called upon frequently on special occasions for words of counsel
and inspiration. During the war and for many years to follow, he acted,
in effect, as Australia’s chief moral vicar, speaking regularly throughout
Victoria at commencement ceremonies, religious and education
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conferences, memorial services, plaque and monument dedications,
ANZAC Day commemorations, and servicemen’s reunions.4 Herring’s
message was remarkably consistent. Australians had accomplished
great things during the Second World War. Average men had elevated
themselves, unselfishly sacrificing personal interest for a great cause. As
Herring observed in an ANZAC Day speech in 1944 in Melbourne, the
achievements of the ANZACs were ‘magnificent’. They were moulded
into an ideal team, ‘with complete trust of man in man and material
confidence of … man in officers’. The ANZACs proved repeatedly that
kindness, loyalty, unselfishness, courage, resilience, and self-discipline
were not just lofty abstractions but ways of living—all in the service of
saving western civilisation.5
In keeping with his generation’s outlook, Herring’s speeches
consistently highlighted character, self-discipline, godliness, and
obedience to the crown. Drawing on his experiences in France during
World War I and as commander of Allied forward forces in New Guinea
in World War II, he idealised the Australian soldier and fantasised
about the prospect of ‘banishing selfishness, bitterness and intolerance
from our land’.6 At war’s end in September 1945, paying homage to the
Australian fighting man, Herring insisted that the values that had won
the war would win the peace.7
Yet, in Herring’s estimation, things went seriously awry in the
war’s wake. Australians lost their bearings and became mired in a
philosophical trench called ‘gimme and get’—a phrase Herring adopted
from a popular book by British writer Peter Howard, Ideas Have Legs,
a work Herring repeatedly mined for examples of Australians’ alleged
moral disorientation. The ANZACs, Herring told citizens of the
suburban Melbourne community of Carnegie at an ANZAC Day speech
in 1947, would ‘not be pleased’ by contemporary Australians, because
they were losing their ‘common sense’ and ‘spirit of comradeship’.
‘Where’s Country before self?’ Herring asked.8
In November 1948 Herring spoke in St Kilda of the ‘dreadful
dangers’ facing the country, which included the threat posed by
communism. He did not so much blame Prime Minister Ben Chifley,
or the Labor majority in parliament—his speeches were not overtly
partisan—as he faulted the Australian populace at large. Herring was
trying to shake sense into Australians, imploring them to wake up and
do the right thing.9
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What exactly was the right thing? The answer to that question is
tied to the Victorian values held dear by Herring and his peers, most
of whom were born before Federation, when Australians were brought
up to see themselves as loyal subjects in this far-flung outpost of a great
and thriving empire. Herring’s speeches were more jeremiads than
exhortations guided by the daily news or impelled by the specifics of
moral reform. To Herring, solutions to the malaise he was convinced
afflicted Australians did not necessarily lie in a change of government,
much as he preferred Robert Menzies to Labor Prime Minister Ben
Chifley. Correcting fundamentals that he felt had been seriously
compromised was the goal. ‘Our whole civilization is in danger because
our spiritual resources are disappearing so fast’, he observed in a 1951
speech in his role as director-general of recruiting for the Australian
military.10
Herring argued that his countrymen would have to dig deeper
than mere policy responses to specific challenges. In short, Australians
would have to get right with God. As he put it in a speech delivered to the
congregation at the Scots’ Church in Melbourne a year later, the religious
convictions and behaviours of Australia’s ‘pioneers’ contrasted sharply
with the ‘spiritual rotting’ evident in contemporary Australia. Australians,
he was convinced, could not prosper spiritually or socially while ‘atheistic
materialism’ threatened ‘all we hold dear’. ‘Take away belief ’, he added, and
‘man goes back to the jungle where might is the only thing that matters’.11
As Victoria’s lieutenant-governor, Herring stood ready to speak
before virtually any audience that would have him. For more than a
quarter century he was regularly invited to library dedications, secondary
school commencements, special church anniversaries and Scout
jamborees, where he would exhort audiences to look beyond self-interest
and take on special responsibilities in society.12 Herring consistently
highlighted the importance of devotion to country rather than to party
or interest. At many of his talks he alluded to an era of sacrifice on both
the home and battlefronts during the Second World War as examples for
young and old Australians to follow. In an address to the Victoria League
in September 1946, he referred to seven million acres of land ploughed
and worked by the Land Army, which was made possible with the help
of ‘old men and old women and by young boys and girls’ who had kept
the faith.13
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To be worthy, as he reminded a meeting of Presbyterian elders
in 1946, meant to be godly. Unless Australians regained their spiritual
identities, their religious faith would be filled ‘with the worship of the
Race as in Germany, or equally bad, the worship of the state or class’.
True democracy, Herring observed, depended on the ‘spiritual and
moral values of Christianity’. In saying this, Herring was in sync with
themes emanating from pulpits and church publications across the
range of mainstream Protestant denominations in the years after World
War II—themes that took on greater impetus in the wake of a spike in
divorces in Australia, the supposed breakdown of sexual morality among
young people, and the looming communist threat.14
Herring’s Christianity was muscular—a true ‘fighting faith’
that prompted men and women to stand up for ‘what is right’. Such
a faith meant acceptance of ‘sacrifice’ and Australia’s willingness to
collaborate with other democracies by ‘building up its armed forces
and strengthening its morale’.15 How that muscular Christianity should
sort out local, state or national political issues, on which people might
reasonably disagree, was a question that Herring never discussed.
Not surprisingly Herring’s sense that things were amiss intensified.
To be sure, he savoured the applause and kind words he received at
various public functions where he was the featured orator. He often
shared with friends the newspaper editorials praising his remarks. But
what was the impact? The citizenry did not seem to be listening. In the
place of wartime self-sacrifice, materialism was rampant, as was political
squabbling. ‘Dry rot’ seemed to be taking over Australia’s soul.16
After more than five years of active speechmaking, Herring felt
increasingly frustrated. Applause at the events where he spoke, and an
occasional newspaper editorial extolling his remarks, meant something
to him but not enough. The citizenry was not listening. Prime evidence
emerged during his tenure as director-general of recruiting for
Australia under Prime Minister Robert Menzies, beginning in winter
1950. Herring was practically a whirlwind, meeting with community,
government and church leaders in every state, and speaking in numerous
venues across the nation to win support for the cause.17 Herring was
chagrined that, despite his best efforts as director-general of recruiting,
numerical goals were not met. Although several thousand Australians
served as members of the United Nations multinational force in the
Korean War 1950–53, Herring sensed that, unlike the war against Japan,
The Warrior as Priest: Edmund Herring and the ‘Call to the People of Australia’—Michael J. Birkner
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there was public indifference to the Korean campaign. In deploring
this, Herring was of the same mind as the man who appointed him to
the recruiting job.
In Prime Minister Robert Menzies’ view a new approach was
needed, broadening the scope of the problem and challenging
Australians to rise to the ‘crisis’ he, like Herring, saw at hand. Their
understanding of that crisis was double-edged. As historian Stuart
Macintyre has observed, it entailed linking ‘the communist threat
from without’ to ‘the danger within’. Menzies’ authoritative biographer,
A.W. Martin, documents the prime minister’s intense focus on the
threat he believed international communism posed to Australia and
his determination to prepare the nation for a confrontation with the
forces of evil. Menzies was convinced that the Australian Communist
Party was an ‘alien and destructive pest’ threatening national security.
It should, in his view, be outlawed. That did not work out as planned.
Legislation to ban the party in 1950 was found to be unconstitutional,
and the ensuing national referendum on the subject was narrowly
defeated in September 1951.18
Because Menzies believed that the communist threat could only
be met if Australians understood the stakes involved in the ‘Great
World Struggle’ he saw unfolding, he was simultaneously committed
to encouraging the kind of moral and spiritual re-awakening that
Edmund Herring had been actively propagating in a private capacity
and as director-general of recruiting for the Australian armed forces.
As recounted by Herring’s authorised biographer Stuart Sayers, Menzies
first broached the idea of a national campaign early in his premiership
to a young publicist and popular author, Paul McGuire, whose 1949
book, Freedom for the Brave, had impressed Menzies. In Sayers’ telling,
Menzies spoke with McGuire about the problem of national morale
and suggested he work in conjunction with Herring to lead a national,
non-partisan movement on this front. The prime minister provided the
backdrop for Herring’s work with his own series of broadcasts in 1950
under the heading ‘The Defence Call to the Nation’.19
Herring was quick to embrace Menzies’ call for national renewal.
The first steps toward operationalising such an initiative entailed
recruiting like-minded citizens—consisting primarily of members of
Australia’s conservative business and professional elite—and building
a national movement known as ‘The Call to the People of Australia’
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(The Call). Working closely with McGuire, Herring was in his element.
It did not prove difficult to find support among older, wealthier,
tradition-minded individuals with whom Herring was most comfortable
associating. By May 1951 McGuire had drafted a proposal for Herring
to present to interested parties as the backdrop to funding a national
campaign. The program was designed as ‘A Plan to Raise National
Morale’.20
The movement was formally launched on 31 May 1951 at
Melbourne’s Hotel Windsor, with 40 local business leaders in attendance.
In his remarks to this tight-knit group, Herring emphasised the decline
of Australia’s ‘moral fibre’, which he saw as the product of selfishness and
cynicism across a wide spectrum of the population. McGuire highlighted
the communist issue, pointing to a map showing communist advances
and warning that Australia stood on the brink of being ‘engulfed in a vast
catastrophe’. Midway through the session, probably by pre-arrangement,
Menzies showed up, echoing what Herring and McGuire had said and,
according to David Lowe, encouraging ‘the stewards of moral standards
to add their energies and their money’. For Menzies, The Call was a
‘notable challenge to us to restore our ancient faith and to praise the
ancient virtues upon which our greatness was found’.21
In subsequent months McGuire and Herring were almost
constantly on the road conveying their sober message and winning
adherents to their enterprise. Travelling to every state, Herring spoke to
the governor of each. He tapped into a range of associates from Toc H
(a nondenominational Christian service organisation in which he was
heavily invested), as well as leaders in the churches and the law. Included
among his recruits were the chief justices of Queensland, South Australia
and Western Australia, as well as five leading Protestant clerics and two
Catholic archbishops (Daniel Mannix of Melbourne and Norman Gilroy
of Sydney). Rabbi Jacob Danglow of St Kilda in Melbourne rounded out
the Judeo-Christian register of leading supporters.22
Working closely with a policy committee and building on
McGuire’s subsequent drafts of The Call, Herring was given the privilege
of shaping its final wording as well as deciding which names should be
listed as prime signatories.23 Through the months leading up to The Call’s
debut on Armistice Day 1951, Herring was remarkably successful in
attracting support within the elite world he knew so well. His message,
and McGuire’s, had obvious appeal to this cohort. However, not all of
The Warrior as Priest: Edmund Herring and the ‘Call to the People of Australia’—Michael J. Birkner
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Herring’s associates were ready to endorse the movement. The chief
justice of Tasmania, for example, observed after reading an early draft of
The Call’s text that it would break down confidence in judicial objectivity
and lessen confidence in decision making. It was not up to judges to
‘exhort the nation to virtue’, he told Herring, however important they
felt the cause.24 Chief justice of the Australian Supreme Court Sir
John Latham, usually on Herring’s political wavelength, demurred on
this issue. As he wrote to Herring, it was fine for citizens to practise
‘fundamental virtues’, but the appeal was ‘rather too clerical for me to
sign. It is very suitable for an appeal by the leaders of the churches and
I think that in its present form it would be better if it were limited to
them’.25
Another tough nut to crack was Labor Party leader Herbert
Evatt, whose endorsement for The Call Herring wanted in order to
demonstrate its non-partisan nature. Evatt was suspicious of this
initiative as an oblique political manoeuvre against him. About The Call
he was ambivalent at best. As Evatt explained in a letter to Herring, he
had no objection to inspiring people to lead better lives, but he saw at
the same time ‘a grave danger in the country of creating a psychology as
a result of proposed measures to deal with Communism by totalitarian
methods’. Evatt was alluding to Robert Menzies’ recent unsuccessful
effort to outlaw the Australian Communist Party, which Evatt vigorously
opposed as an assault on civil liberties.26
Herring was undaunted by this cool response. He and other Call
supporters suggested that Evatt would not want to be a conspicuous
absence when the list of leading Australians who endorsed The Call
was published. The pressure worked, up to a point. After a month’s
indecision Evatt—then suffering a serious case of the flu—told Herring
through his secretary that he would sign the appeal and encourage
labour union leaders in New South Wales to do so also. But that was not
the end of it. On sober second thought Evatt decided he did not want
his name attached to The Call after all. Instead, he would be willing, he
told Herring, to offer a carefully worded endorsement of the idea of a
thoughtful citizenry, rather than of any specific endeavour.27
Evatt had reason to be suspicious of the enterprise in view of his
awareness of McGuire and Herring’s ideological leanings. Herring and
McGuire were not merely political and religious conservatives; both
had connections with versions of fascism. During the Depression years
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Herring was actively engaged with a secretive, quasi-fascist paramilitary
organisation, the White Army, serving as its regional commander with
responsibility for the Mornington Peninsula. McGuire for his part was
well known as a supporter of the fascist regime of the Spanish leader
Francisco Franco, as well as for a close association with right-wing
Catholic activist B.A. Santamaria. Although Herring’s White Army
connections did not surface as an issue during The Call campaign,
several Labor Party activists, including at least one member of
parliament, questioned McGuire’s motives in organising The Call
crusade. The questions were brushed off.28

Figure 1: Sir Edmund Herring launching The Call (Courtesy E.F. Herring Papers,
MS 11355, State Library Victoria)

Throughout the late winter and early spring of 1951 both McGuire
and Herring devoted much of their time to recruiting signatories and
contributing to the wording of The Call, a first draft of which McGuire
had crafted. In accordance with his status, Herring was chosen to speak
on Armistice Day 1951 at the formal launch of The Call through a
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national radio hookup. Two days prior, copies of The Call were circulated
to the fifteen dailies in the capital cities and 28 provincial dailies. Each
of the 443 country papers in Australia, some weekly, some bi-weekly,
some tri-weekly, also received copies in advance of the formal launch.
Specialised papers (for example, those published by church, trade, and
professional organisations) were also provided with copies of The Call’s
text. Arrangements were made for public meetings in November in
the wake of The Call. In Melbourne, the lord mayor was slated to chair
the first meeting. Vice Chancellor George Paton of the University of
Melbourne agreed to chair the second one. A prominent retired military
officer, Major General Kingsley Norris, would moderate the third.29
‘The Call to the People of Australia’ did not mince words. It
opened with an assertion that ‘Australia is in danger’, both at home and
abroad, ‘from moral and intellectual apathy, from the mortal enemies
of mankind, which will sap the will and darken the understanding, and
breed evil dissensions’. The Call went on to demand ‘a restoration of the
moral order from which alone true social order can derive’. It spoke of
a ‘duty to defend the community against evil designs and aggression’
and promoted ‘honest work’, respect for the law, and active involvement
in public affairs. The essence of the cause was made explicit in the
culminating sentence: ‘Fear God, Honour the King’.30 The monarchist
tenor of The Call hearkened back to an earlier era when Australia was
explicitly a British outpost in the South Pacific. Rough-hewn as many
Australians were during the run of the nineteenth century, they were
indubitably British. And, despite widespread espousal of egalitarianism,
people knew and generally accepted their place in the social order.
Clerics had had standing in bygone days that they seemed to be losing
in the post-war world—one reason why both Protestant and Roman
Catholic religious leaders were quick to endorse The Call’s message.
Though issued in the mid-twentieth century, The Call seemed to be
positioning Australia for a return to a Victorian frame of mind.
Initial response to The Call, which was announced just two
months after the defeat of the Menzies’ government referendum to
ban communism in Australia, was heartening to Herring’s cohort.
‘Countless sermons’, by one account, endorsed The Call. H.V. Evatt was
now on board. Scores of newspapers embraced the enterprise as well.31
In the first weeks following 11 November, some 10,000 copies of The
Call were reproduced photographically and circulated. Advertisements
354
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containing The Call were printed in many of the nation’s leading papers,
without charge to the organisers. For example, Keith Murdoch of the
Herald and Weekly Times group of papers put his media empire firmly
behind The Call. And it was not just conservative elites that responded
favourably. ‘Call to the People of Australia’ rallies drew impressive
crowds, followed up by the creation of study groups in several states and
ample publicity from supportive media. Businesses, trade associations
and masonic lodges subscribed to thousands of offprints of The Call to
post in windows or simply to hand out to customers. Fundraising was
undertaken to establish Call organisations in the different states. Within
one year roughly 1.5 million copies of the document were printed and
distributed.32
Herring was pleased by good attendance at local church-sponsored
study sessions, some of which he attended. He contributed articles to
newsletters carrying The Call’s message through both Protestant and
Catholic churches, where they were made widely available. To keep fires
burning he connected The Call to the 1952 ascent to the throne and
subsequent 1953 coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, making the case
that this was an opportunity to create a second ‘Elizabethan Age’ in
Australia. In a statement he issued on the first anniversary of The Call’s
debut, Herring asserted that the people of Australia should prepare to
be ‘worthy subjects of Her Majesty’. It was, he said, apt timing for a new
reign and a new commitment by the people to do the ‘duty we owe to
God and mankind’ and, further, to recall Australians’ connections to
the crown and the British Commonwealth. For Herring, the coronation
of Queen Elizabeth II had ‘deep religious and spiritual significance’ for
Australians.33 Beyond, there was the excitement of the Queen’s February
1954 visit to Australia, which presented a ripe opportunity for advancing
Herring’s design.
Herring’s speeches touting a second Elizabethan Age embroidered
the kind of potted history a school student would have been exposed to
in the late nineteenth century in its emphasis on godliness and harmony
in Elizabethan England. As Herring put it in his address at the Scots’
Church Sunday evening service in Melbourne on 27 July 1952, no one
in Elizabethan England doubted that ‘all good gifts came from Him and
they were grateful’. He quoted from G.M. Trevelyan’s popular history
of England to the effect that by the end of Elizabeth’s reign ‘the book
of books for Englishmen was already the Bible’, just as was the case
The Warrior as Priest: Edmund Herring and the ‘Call to the People of Australia’—Michael J. Birkner
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Figure 2: Window collage invoking a second Elizabethan age (Courtesy E.F. Herring Papers, MS
11355, State Library Victoria)

with Australia’s ‘pioneers’ 250 years later. ‘How different it is today!’ he
lamented.
There is no longer agreement about fundamentals; about God and
man and the purpose of man’s life here on earth. Instead we have seen
the growth of atheistic materialism with its threat to all we hold dear;
for everything we value in our civilization whether we know it or not,
is built on belief, on faith, on a sense of community; belief that God
meant us to live in fellowship one with another.34

Herring delivered multiple versions of this speech under different
titles, some stressing the Ten Commandments, others ‘Natural Law’
and the British ‘Common Law’, which he viewed as one of the greatest
‘civilizing forces of the world’, along with Christianity.35 Faith, obedience
to authority (including the British crown), co-operation among interest
groups, and not least prayer, were keys to stronger national morale and
a more prosperous Australia. Beyond this, it is difficult to ascertain a
specific objective baked into The Call’s messaging.36
Perhaps unsurprisingly, it was difficult for Call organisers to
demonstrate that Australia was changed in light of their energetic
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campaign. Nor was there a program that an opponent could criticise,
aside from the concern about ‘groupthink’ that H.V. Evatt had expressed
to Herring at the outset of the enterprise. For all the money raised,
speeches by notables in politics, the business world and religious
life, including the Catholic archbishops of Sydney and Melbourne,
pamphleteering and circulation of broadsides, there was less to The Call’s
influence than met the eye. Despite claims to three million supporters
and a brief spike in both church attendance and participation in Bible
study group meetings, The Call had no discernible impact on the public
square where Australians continued to squabble over the government’s
proper role as well as the extent of the communist threat to their way
of life.37
One indicator that the public was largely indifferent to The Call
lies in the declining participation over time in Call programs, even in
its bailiwick states of New South Wales and Victoria. Although The Call
movement organised chapters early on in South Australia, Tasmania,
and Queensland, it had never taken full root even in their capital
cities. The mass of working-class Australians remained more interested
in exercising their physical than their moral muscles, and in sports
spectatorship rather than church attendance. Even in Herring’s home
base of Melbourne receptivity was weak when Call activity interfered
with more pressing pursuits, as evidenced in the response to half-time
addresses on Call-related themes delivered in 1952 at an Australian
Rules Football match. According to historian Stuart Macintyre, when
the Methodist minister at the podium sought common ground by
observing, ‘After all, we are all Christians’, a fan shouted back, ‘What
about the bloody umpire?’38 The citizens of this nation of ‘happy pagans’,
as some observers styled Australians, were evidently not ready to make
the full commitment to God that Herring believed necessary for society
to function. When he largely repeated his 1952 address on national radio
in November 1953, Australian papers printed excerpts, but the stories
were no longer page one news.39
By the mid-1950s The Call was still being posted in town halls
throughout New South Wales (its strongest base), Armistice Day
statements were issued, Bible study groups were meeting, and newsletters
were published, the latter increasingly focusing attention on the dangers
of international communism and the value of Australia’s participation
in the British Commonwealth. Other Call themes, as reflected in
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publications and study groups, included ‘better citizenship’ in Australia,
respect for law, loyalty, service, and discipline, and the importance of
religious faith. But the moral regeneration that Herring anticipated had
not transpired, and he knew it. His expectations ratcheted downwards.
In a Geelong address in April 1955 Herring observed that fundamentally
The Call was about ‘the struggle for the souls of men’. Later that year he
told a friend in a private letter that his main hope was that Australians
would take ‘what may be regarded as the first step or two along a road
which one hopes will be found to lead ultimately to the Cross of Our
Lord Jesus Christ’.40

Figure 3: Better Citizenship (Courtesy Australian Women’s Weekly, 25 May 1955)

One leading member of The Call inner circle, Admiral A.B. Doyle
of Sydney, wanted to press the issue of defending White Australia. On 9
February 1954 Doyle circulated a memo to The Call policy and standing
committee, placing White Australia at the centre of the movement.
Though Herring had in the past made it clear that the immigration he
believed essential for Australia’s prosperity should be white, there was
little enthusiasm for Doyle’s proposition. Instead, Call publications
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increasingly highlighted the communist menace, especially emphasising
the threat deriving from unspecified Asian sources.41
Christian education seminars were among the more viable
features of The Call’s program, with less participation in its ‘good
citizenship’ drives. In Adelaide, factional squabbling hindered The
Call organisation’s efforts and contributed to its disbanding.42 Even the
Sydney organisation—one of the few remaining Call fiefdoms—was
just limping along, as its secretary admitted in submitting her report
for June through September of 1958. After the Sydney chapter’s October
1958 executive committee meeting, Admiral Doyle told Herring that
the New South Wales branch would probably phase out within months.
Its supporters felt, he said, that ‘The Call has had its run’. By that time
all the organisational cadres except New South Wales were moribund,
with the NSW chapter finally closing its doors in 1959.43 A year earlier
A.S.H. Gifford told Herring that The Call crusade was in terminal
decline, but he hoped that a ‘new phoenix’ might arise to continue
the work. That ‘phoenix’ was perhaps a foreshadowing of American
evangelist Billy Graham’s 1959 Australia crusade, which was announced
at that time (October 1958) and to which Gifford also made hopeful
reference in a later missive.44 Unwilling to abandon a cause in which he
devoutly believed, Herring tied his interests next to this different, and
rising, star in international moral rearmament and anti-communism.
Like other evangelicals Graham viewed communism’s advance as a
sign of America’s fall from grace and its ‘descent from a lost arcadia’ to
the ‘cesspool’ of modern secularism, in Graham biographer Marshall
Frady’s graphic formulation. This world view was congruent with that
of Herring and the ‘Call to the People of Australia’ movement.45
Billy Graham’s crusades had taken him across the globe during
the 1950s. They were popular virtually everywhere, earning Graham
a reputation as the world’s number one Christian evangelical leader.
After a particularly successful 1957 crusade in New York, Graham was
approached by the Anglican archbishop of Sydney, Howard Mowll,
to launch a crusade in the New South Wales capital. When Graham
expressed interest, Herring headed a civic and religious consortium that
offered him a parallel invitation to bring his crusade to Melbourne.46
Plans to strike spiritual sparks in Australia matured. The 1959
Graham crusade generated enormous excitement in Australia and
very large crowds, some of them despite heavy rains and winds. At one
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point in Melbourne the revival was attracting such large numbers that
it moved to the Sidney Myer Music Bowl, where crowds of up to 70,000
blanketed the grassy hillside. On 15 March 1959 Graham’s meeting at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground attracted at least 130,000 people. Graham
did even better in Sydney, with 983,000 attendees over the course of 26
meetings.47 Press coverage was extensive and highly favourable. It was,
according to the Anglican archbishop of Sydney, Mowll’s successor Hugh
Gough, the ‘biggest thing that ever happened in the church history
of Australia’. Almost three million Australians attended one or more
services, and countless others watched the programs on television.
More than 150,000 individuals expressed a desire to get right with
God. Virtually all Australian churches saw an uptick in membership.
Herring, who spent time with Graham during the evangelist’s sojourn
in Melbourne and sat on the speakers’ platform for several events, could
not have been happier. He told Graham how impressed he was by the
crusade and how much Australians owed Graham ‘for sweetening our
own lives and making the great bulk of the people who are, sad to say,
outside the Christian World, pause and think for a minute where they
stand’.48
Inevitably, the excitement of a crusade wears off—even a Billy
Graham crusade. People lose their ardour for the cause and return to
their previous habits. That, to Herring, was no excuse for giving up. Early
in the 1960s, he began corresponding with various religious and political
organisations whose priorities meshed with his own. Some were Bible
societies; others focused on eradicating smut on television and at the
cinema. Some wanted to change expectations for dress and deportment
in the schools. Still others opposed civil rights for homosexuals. One
organisation endorsed by Herring, the ‘Christian Institute for Individual
Freedom’, had its sights on all of these perceived ills. Adding Herring’s
name to letterheads of this and other groups offered respectability to
their causes, something Herring was by and large happy to allow. In most
instances, he was a generous donor to these organisations.49
In 1969 Herring supported another Billy Graham crusade in
Australia. The American evangelist claimed success, at least in the
short run, by counting individual conversions that turned sinners into
Christian activists. But the 1969 crusade met with less success, in part
due to Australians’ ambivalence about the Vietnam War and widespread
hostility to US President Richard M. Nixon, with whom Graham was
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closely linked. There were individual triumphs, of course, but as in
1959 the Graham campaign followed a similar train of anticipation,
excitement, commitment, engagement, and finally backsliding. For all
Billy Graham’s charisma, Australia remained an overwhelmingly secular,
materialist society.50
In retirement from his government posts after 1970 Herring’s
interest increasingly turned to religious-oriented seminars, the most
noteworthy being those organised in Washington DC by a group called
International Christian Leadership. The stated purpose of ICL was to
develop a more effective Christian advocacy ‘throughout the world
through the life changing power of God in Christ’.51 As he engaged with
ICL, Herring aligned himself with Moral Re-Armament and the ideas of
its founder, the American Frank Buchman (1878–1961). Herring’s focus
in the 1950s Call campaign had overlapped with Buchman’s muscular
Christianity. The main difference was that Herring placed his emphasis
on British heritage and loyalty to the Commonwealth, which were not
factors included in Buchman’s movement.52
ICL’s executive officer, Douglas Coe, once described as ‘the stealth
Billy Graham’, met Herring and other Australian civic leaders during
a stop in Melbourne in 1963.53 Their correspondence continued in
the years to follow, with Herring organising luncheon meetings for
business leaders and attempting unsuccessfully to create a governor’s
prayer breakfast in Victoria and New South Wales. Each year Herring
was invited to attend Washington-based prayer breakfasts. Finally, in
1973, while on a tour of the US, he was able to attend such a breakfast
sponsored by the Nixon White House. Herring’s attendance at the White
House Prayer Breakfast and related panels and workshops highlighted a
month-long trip he made to the United States in order to participate in
activities commemorating the service of his World War II commander,
General Douglas MacArthur.54
The MacArthur obsequies were held in Norfolk and Washington
in late January 1973, while the White House Prayer Breakfast met on
1 February 1973 at the Washington Hilton Hotel. In attendance were
leading congressmen and other Washington notables. The main speaker
was President Nixon. Only days before the Watergate scandal morphed
into an unmanageable public relations disaster, Nixon devoted his speech
to his foreign policy achievements, notably the recently negotiated
agreement with the North Vietnamese ending direct US involvement
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in the Vietnam War. Herring was delighted by the experience, although,
as was the case with the Billy Graham crusades, the tangible impact of
the connection with Coe and ICL proved difficult to quantify.55
Into his eighties, Herring continued to hope for a spiritual
revival in Australia and to provide financial support for small-scale
enterprises pointing to that end. He consistently contributed funds to
Bible societies and in 1974 offered both moral and financial support
for a ‘Festival of Light’ program in Victoria focused on stamping out
‘smut’ and opposing visits of gay activists to schools. He also wrote
encomiums and gave money for scripture materials to be distributed in
Victorians schools, as well as contributing to the Council for Christian
Education in Schools.56 His active public involvement in religious causes
understandably diminished as he grew more frail. Herring died in
January 1982 at 89 years of age laden with honours though disappointed
that the new ‘Elizabethan Age’ he anticipated for his native country had
never materialised.
Reading Herring’s papers at State Library Victoria one comes
away impressed by the post–World War II disconnection between the
everyday experience of Australians, whether they were churchgoers
or not, and Herring’s image of a secularised, hyper-materialistic,
squabbling citizenry. What had led him so quickly after the surrender
of Japan was signed in September 1945 to conclude that Australians
were heading in the direction of secularism and moral bankruptcy? The
answer probably had something to do with Herring’s rose-colored view
of military life and his unrealistic assumption that people can sustain a
wartime mentality of teamwork and sacrifice over the long haul.
Having experienced a personally satisfying war, in which his
wariness about Americans gave way to co-operation and a respect
that bordered on admiration, Herring locked himself in a cabinet of
memory that blanked out the quotidian realities of wartime, in which
not everyone was good, much less godly.57 He read post-war Australia
through a prism that inexorably accentuated the negative side of
prosperity and a focus on cultivating one’s garden. Hence the need
for moral re-armament, somewhat along lines pioneered by Frank
Buchman, who shared Herring’s forebodings about the advance of
international communism.58 Herring’s ongoing emphasis on communal
spirit, teamwork, forbearance, and avoiding jarring political combat,
together with his rejection of ‘gimme and get’, had an unmistakable
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socialist ring to it, whatever his conscious intentions. Moreover, the years
in which Herring was convinced that Australians were compromising
their heritage were years dominated by Robert Menzies and the political
conservatives, with whom he was in concord on public policy.
By rights, Herring should have been satisfied with the political
climate in the Menzies era. But clearly he was not. Instead, his speeches
reflected an archaic, even musty, Christian conservative nationalism
rooted in the ethos of the Victorian world into which he had been born
and by which he was nurtured. There was a marked lack of connection
to the lived realities of the society he wanted to reform.
A justly lauded war hero, competent chief justice, and energetic
civic activist, Herring ended his public career focused more on the past
than the present, delivering occasional lectures on war tactics, organising
and attending anniversary celebrations of watershed moments in past
wars, and, increasingly, attending funerals. His reality diverged from
that of the public. The celebrated warrior and respected jurist became
vicar of a steadily diminishing congregation.
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Australians needed to revive national wellbeing. In talks at Queenscliff Staff College in
successive years between 1965 and 1970 Herring reflected on his military career and
the lessons he drew from it. See Herring Papers, MS 11355, Box 15, SLV. Aside from
his major journey to the USA in 1973, Herring also spoke at the 25th anniversary of
Kokoda (November 1967) and was a regular attendee at annual Shrine of Remembrance
commemorations.
58 On Buchman’s views, see Boobbyer, passim. For further pertinent material, see Peter
Howard’s hagiographical Frank Buchman’s Secret, Garden City, New York, Doubleday,
1961; Tom Driberg, The Mystery of Moral Rearmament, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1965;
and ‘Moral Re-Armament, RIP’, National Review, 20 October 1970, p. 1099. Australian
writer John Hetherington connects Buchman to fascism in Australians: Nine Profiles,
Melbourne, F.W. Cheshire, 1960, pp. 24–5.
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